
The Best Dress Ever

On Monday, Zid had an idea. “I am going to make the best dress 
ever,” said Zid.

“Good idea,” said Yoff.

“Come back and show us,” suggested Mab.

Zid went off to make the best dress ever. Yoff and Mab waited.

Up in space, there was 
a planet called Doop. On 
Doop, there lived three 
aliens. They were called 
Zid, Yoff and Mab.
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On Tuesday, Zid came back. “What do you 
think?” Zid asked.

“Hm, it is a good start,” said Yoff.

“It might be better if you could see,” 
suggested Mab.

Zid went off to keep working on the best dress ever. Yoff and 
Mab waited.

On Wednesday, Zid came back. “What do 
you think?” Zid asked.

“It’s getting there,” said Yoff.

“It might be even better if you could walk 
more easily,” suggested Mab.

Zid went off to keep working on the best dress ever. Yoff and  
Mab waited.

On Thursday, Zid came back. “What do you 
think?” Zid asked.

“It’s OK,” said Yoff.

“It would be good if you could use your 
arms,” suggested Mab.

Zid went off to keep working on the best dress ever. Yoff and 
Mab waited.
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On Friday, Zid came back. “What do you 
think?” Zid asked.

“It’s good,” said Yoff.

“If you add some decorations, it will be 
really special,” suggested Mab.

On Saturday, Zid showed Yoff and Mab the 
finished dress. “It is the best dress ever,” 
said Yoff and Mab.

“I couldn’t have done it without your 
help,” said Zid. “So I made you both  

one, too!”

On Sunday, the three best friends had the best time in the three 
best dresses ever.
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Questions
1. The aliens were called Zid, Mab and…? Tick one. 

   Doop
   Yoff
   Mep

2. What did Yoff and Mab eat whilst they were waiting? Tick one. 

   cookies
   marshmallows
   popcorn

3. What is the first piece of advice Mab gave to Zid? 

 
 

4. Draw a line to match up the boxes to complete the sentences. 

Zid went off to waited. 

Yoff and Mab Zid asked.

“What do you think?” make the best dress ever.  

5. Complete this sentence. 
 
On     , the three best friends had the best time in the 
three best dresses ever. 

Monday             Sunday             Friday
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Answers
1. The aliens were called Zid, Mab and…? Tick one. 

   Doop
   Yoff
   Mep

2. What did Yoff and Mab eat whilst they were waiting? Tick one. 

   cookies
   marshmallows
   popcorn

3. What is the first piece of advice Mab gave to Zid?  
Mab said it would be better if Zid could see.

4. Draw a line to match up the boxes to complete the sentences. 

Zid went off to waited. 

Yoff and Mab Zid asked.

“What do you think?” make the best dress ever.  

5. Complete this sentence. 
 
On Sunday, the three best friends had the best time in the three best 
dresses ever. 

Monday             Sunday             Friday
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